Professional
Racquet
Stringing

Same Day Stringing Available.
Guaranteed Next Day Service.

Precision
Digital Stringing
All racquets are strung on our
high tech Gamma 7500 ELS
constant pull, digital stringing
machine. This machine is the
ultimate in accuracy and precision!

Is it time to re-string?

Next Day

You don’t only re-string when your
strings are broken. Is the ball going
out when you hit it perfectly? Are you
hitting the ball as hard as you can but
it’s not going far? Is your arm/elbow
sore after playing when you have used
good technique? Your strings could be
too loose, too tight, or dead.

Turn Around
Guaranteed

World-Class Service

WSC Tennis Pro and Master Racquet
Technician, Lenno Lasn and his staff, can
advise you in choosing the perfect strings
for your game. Knowledgable advice from wheatonsportcenter.com
pros who care will provide you with a
630.690.0887
perfect string job every time!

All Around Synthetic Gut

Good all around performance monofilament
string, with a decent feel and average durability. Good performance for the price.
WILSON SYNTH. GUT POWER 16
WILSON SYNTH. GUT POWER 17
Good combination of power, control,
& durability

$25*

PRINCE LIGHTNING XX 16
COLORS-BLUE, PINK, WHITE
Cushioned synthetic with good
control

$25*

ASHAWAY SYNTHETIC GUT 16
A slightly textured synthetic gut that
combines exceptional responsiveness and durability.

$25*

*PRICES INCLUDE STRING & LABOR
SAME DAY STRINGING AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED NEXT DAY SERVICE

Hybrid

This is the combination of two different
types of string. Most players use this to
find the best combination of durability,
power, spin enhancement and feel. The
combinations are endless – ask your
WSC stringing team which combination
might work best for you.

High Performance
Synthetic Gut

Polyester

These strings provide great power & feel
and are easy on the arm. The multifilament
versions are manufactured to feel similar
to natural gut. Great for players with wrist,
elbow and arm issues.
HEAD FXP 16
HEAD FXP 17
Shock Dampening with control

$35*

WILSON NXT 16
WILSON NXT 17
Excellent feel and power, great for
arm issues

$40*

Specialty
ASHAWAY MONOGUT ZX PRO
1.22/17L
Made of 100% Zyex, extremely
durable with zero polyester in them,
pockets and holds tension like
natural gut, and is spin enhancing.

Labor Only Stringing

$40*

Do you have your own string?
Labor only stringing is available for $15.

Great for durability, control and spin enhancement. Be careful – the firmer polyester
strings can hard on the wrist, elbow and
arm. The softer, more forgiving polyester
strings provide the same durability and spin
enhancement with less stress on the arm.
HEAD SONIC PRO 16
HEAD SONIC PRO 17
Durable yet softer more forgiving
polyester

$35*

BABOLAT RPM BLAST 16
Very firm and durable control string
for very hard hitting string breakers

$40*

LUXILON 4G 125/16L
Extremly playable co-poly, above
average tension maintenance, firm,
durable, exceptional bite and control.

$40*

LUXILON ALU POWER 1.25
Very firm and durable control string
for very hard hitting string breakers

$40*

LUXILON ALU ROUGH 1.25
Very firm and durable control
string with a rough texture for spin
enhancement for very hard hitting
string breakers

$40*

LUXILON TIMO 1.10 (18)
Thinnest Luxilon choice with great
control and bite

$40*

